Weingut Willems

2018 Riesling „AUF DER LAUER“

vintage: 2018
grape variety: Riesling
taste.: feinherb
producer region: Saar
alcohol: 11.0 % vol.
acidity: 8.1 g/l
residual Sugar: 19.8 g/l

The walled vineyard in Oberemmel, planted with vines up to 55 years old, originally bore the name "Auf der Mauer" ('On the Wall'). Another winemaker patented that name, so we've shortened it to "Auf der Lauer" (from a German children's song) and changed its label with a wink to feature a fox. This is our "fun Riesling" — playful and elegant, and just as delicious solo as it is with a wide variety of food.